
Kateř ina Fickova  
I am a first-yeař bacheloř’s student of Physics. A yeař ago I did SOČ 

at the Department of Condensed Matter Physics and in the future I 

would like to keep studying experimental physics. During these 
first months I have noticed both small and large problems and I 

would like to work on minimalizing them. 

 

 

Election přogřam: 
Hygiene supplies 
I would like to put hygiene stations in every bathroom all over whole MFF UK, which would regularly refilled.  

Disinfection would be added later. 

Disputes with teachers, again 
This is a topic which is dealt with every year and everyone tries to solve it, however as a young student I 

have a fresh set of eyes to look at the situation and try to fine-tune and further appeal to this topic. This 

includes students with special needs. I would specifically like to focus on how older teachers do not 

respect their needs and compensations. 

Practical Course – yes… 
Like every year this topic will be discussed, because despite several efforts it still needs an adjustment. 
Students have to complete the lab report within fourteen days or until the next measurement, which if 

they don’t they face big problems. Teachers also have deadline of fourteen days, however they do not 

often return checked lab report even after a month. This requires a change I would like to carry through.  

Kuchyn ka 
This přoblem is faced only by students which attend the Třoja campus. Some time ago the Kuchyňka bus 

stop has been moved further away from campus, which can be a problem when you’ře třying to get to a 
lecture in time. I would be nice if the bus stop was back where it should be.  

MFF UK publicity 
We all know Matfyz has an excellent reputation, however every year the publicity is based solely on it. At 
eveřy even like Day of open doořs oř Gaudeamus, it’s more and more based on the fact that we are UK 

and that guarantees quality. I would like to promote Matfyz from other points of view as well.  

Your comments and reminders 
SKAS tries to listen to students and their comments and is very positive about every reminder. I would 

like to add a littler bit more to this and be more active by sending out anonymous polls with which it will 

be easier for students to directly contact SKAS. 

If you have any questions oř comments don’t be afřaid to contact me. 
    katerina.fickova.6@gmail.cz 

 

 


